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at The Way of Running Workshop in Lafayette, Colorado
CMY

You’ve tried everything but your problems keep coming back.
You’re almost ready to give up on running, or at least on your goals,
buttried
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quite bringbut
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to problems
let go. You still
remember
thatback.
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everything
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keep
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perfect run you once had, when everything felt smooth and easy and
You’re almost ready to itgive
up on running, or at least on your goals, but you can’t quite
was a little like flying. You can feel that way again.
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bring yourself to let go. You still remember that perfect run you once had, when
everything felt smooth andSUNDAY
easy and
it was a little like flying. You can feel that way again.
/ MARCH 5, 2017 / 10 AM-2 PM
Roots & Wings, 317 N. Main St. – Natick, MA 01760

In this workshop you’ll discover how to turn things around. You’ll learn:
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• Why conventional stretching, strengthening, and technique
w w . b a l a n c e d r u n n e r . c o m
advice haven’t been workingwfor
you

Early Bird $115

In this workshop you’ll discover how to turn things around. You’ll learn:

• How to use core action–not core stability–to take the stress off
ȾWhy conventional stretching, strengthening, and technique advice
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overthinking it or paying for it later

Ⱦ What will bring back that flowing, flying feeling without overthinking it or paying for it later

without

(by June 7th)
Contact art@thewayofrunning.com
for registration information

This workshop uses The Feldenkrais Method of Movement Education®, so it’s low-stress
to impact runners
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Register atWay of Running
$55 / $45

(earlybird)
Hosted by Boulder Running
Coach Art Ives

the

Deadline:
FEBRUARY 13

www.balancedrunner.com/work-with-us/workshops-and-events

art@thewayofrunning.com (303) 868-6640
www.thewayofrunning.com
Form · Speed · Consistency · Mindfulness

